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BY THE NUMBERS

BY THE NUMBERS

Between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021, FHANC provided counseling or education
to 2,930 tenants, homeowners, homebuyers, housing providers, children, social
service providers, and advocates across Marin, Sonoma, and Solano counties and
beyond.
Of the fair housing clients assisted by FHANC last year, 90% of clients were
extremely low-, very low-, or low-income. In addition, 31% were Latinx, 41% of
whom spoke no English, and 20% were Black/African-American.
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MARIN
COUNTY

Federal Protections:
285 complaints related to disability

Disability
62%

Gender
3%

63 complaints of race discrimination
47 complaints of national origin discrimination
24 complaints of gender discrimination
25 complaints of familial status discrimination
5 complaints of religious discrimination

National Origin
11%

Other
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Race
8%

3 complaints of color discrimination

SONOMA
COUNTY

State Protections:
5 complaints of age discrimination

Familial Status
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39 complaints of source of income discrimination
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2 complaints of marital status discrimination
3 complaints of sexual orientation discrimination
2 complaints of arbitrary discrimination
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SOLANO
COUNTY

Please note that some complaints
alleged discrimination on the basis of
multiple protected classes.
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PREVENTION

Education and counseling for potential home
buyers consist of group workshops and one-on-one
counseling with FHANC’s HUD-certified bilingual
Education Director. Throughout 2020-2021,
counseling and educational workshops were
offered by phone or online webinar in both Spanish
and English.

FHANC offers foreclosure prevention
counseling through one-on-one
sessions and group workshops with a
HUD-certified bilingual counselor.

“Introduction to Home-buying and Affordable
Homeownership” is designed to help potential
homebuyers prepare for the home buying process
and offer information about Below Market Rate
programs and projects available in our service area.
“Pre-purchase Certification Workshop” is a 6-hour
HUD certification workshop that covers topics such
as financial and credit management, housing
affordability, home loans, and predatory lending.
Certification fulfills requirements for certain BMR
units offered through the Marin Housing Authority
or other programs.
Funding for this program is provided by Bank of the
West, Union Bank, Wells Fargo Housing
Foundation, California State Bar, and U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.

FORECLOSURE PREVENTION

In 2020, in response to the COVID
pandemic and subsequent economic
impact, FHANC began counseling
distressed homeowners on COVID
forbearances initiated by the CARES
Act. FHANC held a virtual workshop
dedicated to COVID forbearances in
the Fall of 2020, and again in the
summer of 2021, as homeowners are
now transitioning out of their
forbearances.
FHANC's Foreclosure Prevention
Counselor provided homeowners
education about fair lending practices,
the Homeowner Bill of Rights, and
how to calculate their the housing
ratio, and referrals to network partners
for more resources.
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SCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
FHANC's school programs educate children on the
value of diversity in our schools and neighborhoods
and promote concepts of equality, respect, and
human rights. Since the beginning of the
pandemic, FHANC’s usual in person school
programs – Storyteller Program and Fair Housing
Poster Contest – have been suspended.
Instead of abandoning this program in 2020-2021,
FHANC's new program to reach young people
through a series of presentations on the History of
Segregation in Marin County. This virtual series
presented by Executive Director, Caroline Peattie,
and Housing Counseling and Investigations
Coordinator, Aura Aguilar, was offered to San Rafael
High School students.
Over 200 students engaged with the presenters
and expanded their perspective of equality in the
city where they live and attend school.

PROGRAM
HAP PROGRAM
FHANC administered accessibility modifications
through the Housing Accessibility Partnership (HAP)
program. The primary purpose of the Project is to
provide funding for eligible individuals with disabilities
or parents/guardians of children with disabilities to pay
for modifications and repairs to increase accessibility or
address other conditions causing long term health
problems in their homes or apartments.
FHANC partnered with local organizations to promote
equal housing access for clients requesting reasonable
modifications or accommodations in housing or help
with other fair housing needs. Grants for modification of
housing units were provided to homeowners and
renters in order to make their homes more livable and
accessible, or to address other conditions causing long
term health problems in their homes or apartments.
Modifications may include:
installing grab bars, ramps, or railings
widening doors; installing lifts
installing flashing doorbells
remodeling bathrooms or kitchens
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APPRAISAL INVESTIGATIONS
In 2021, FHANC received several complaints of
discrimination in the appraisal and lending
process. Several Black and Latinx homeowners
came forward because of their experiences of
appraisal discrimination when attempting to
refinance or sell their home. There were several
reports featured on local news outlets.
Given low interest rates of the past year, many
homeowners have been applying for mortgage
refinance loans. Lowered monthly mortgage
payments free up funds for homeowners start a
business, retire, fund college tuition for their
children, or simply save money on their monthly
payments. A formal appraisal or valuation of the
property is required as part of the loan refinance
process. An appraisal that is lower than expected
can mean denial of the loan or an interest rate
and loan terms that are not as good, resulting in
higher monthly payments and loss of thousands
of dollars over the life of the loan.
Black homeowners selling their homes have also
faced low-ball appraisals. In these cases, a low
valuation results in the denial of a potential
buyers’ loan. If a buyer’s offer price is not
supported by the appraisal valuation of the
home, the lender may deny the loan, causing the
deal fall to fall through, and the seller to
eventually sell their home for a lower price.

The racial wealth gap and disparity in home
ownership between white and Black Americans
are wider now than when the Fair Housing Act
was passed in 1968. These disparities are largely
a result of enduring discrimination in the
lending and appraisal industries. In
predominantly Black areas, appraisers
undervalue homes and lenders approve
mortgages at lower rates than in predominantly
white areas.
This may be attributed to the conscious or
unconscious biases of an appraiser – something
that may be more likely because the profession
is almost 80% male and 85% white, according to
the Appraisal Institute’s 2019 demographic
study. Lending and appraisal discrimination
contributes to segregated living patterns and
disproportionate housing opportunities for
marginalized communities.
These cases are complex and labor intensive to
investigate. FHANC’s preliminary tests and
investigations of appraisal discrimination cases
reveal that lenders lack a uniform or meaningful
review process for low valuations. Such ad hoc
procedures result in systemic racial bias,
exacerbating disparities in loans granted to
Black borrowers versus white borrowers. In each
of FHANC’s current appraisal cases, the
character of the discrimination varies.
It is typically very difficult for borrowers to
determine when they experienced
discrimination because they have no way to
compare their treatment to others. There is no
meaningful review process when an appraisal
comes back low enough that the loan is denied.
FHANC is taking on these cases, building the
tools to conduct investigations for racial
discrimination, and advocating for better
regulation and policies in both the lending and
appraisal process.
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SUCCESS STORIES AND TESTIMONIALS

SUCCESS STORIES AND TESTIMONIALS

A client with mental disabilities – including
paranoia, auditory hallucinations, anxiety,
and depression – reached out to FHANC for
assistance after receiving a 60-day
termination notice from his landlord. The
notice alleged various lease violations
including verbal altercations with other
tenants and property damage.
FHANC wrote a letter to his landlord to
request as a reasonable accommodation that
the notice be rescinded, as the underlying
reasons for the termination were directly
related to his disabilities and the client was
actively taking steps to re-engage in his
mental health treatment and reduce the risk
of problematic behavior in the future. As a
result of FHANC’s advocacy, his request was
granted and he was able to stay in his home.

FHANC received a call from a homeowner in
May of 2021 who had been in a COVID
forbearance with a conventional loan since
March 2020. It was due to expire in June 2021.
Although self-employed, his housing ratio was
30% when he called, and he was in good shape
to leave the forbearance. The servicer had
offered the household a trial modification with
a substantially lower payment.
However, the terms included extending the
loan and a large balloon payment, which he
did not want. After discussing with FHANC's
counselor, the homeowner requested a return
to his original payment and have the $67,000
delinquency deferred. The lender took the
unusual step in the case of a conventional loan,
and granted his request. He accepted this offer
and is now in good standing.

“Yay...such a relief! All delinquent
mortgage payments were made...well
ahead of the deadline…THANK YOU again,
so much, for all your advocacy help.
Your assistance and support were
immeasurable and greatly valued.
YOU ROCK!”

"I just want to thank you very
much for your assistance. You
have done a wonderful job and
brought me some relief.
I cannot thank you enough.
You are extremely helpful and I
will recommend your services to
others. You do great work."

A man called FHANC, expressing trouble finding a
safe and permanent home after losing his family
home in the 2017 Tubbs Fire. In the years after the
fire, he moved several times and in 2020, rented a
room – a converted garage – at a home in Petaluma.
He was employed full-time, working remotely due
to the pandemic. In the middle of a virtual session
he became ill and unresponsive, due to a physical
disability which occasionally causes him to lose
consciousness and sometimes requires medical
attention. His landlord threatened to evict him after
the first time an ambulance was called to assist him
when he became unresponsive. The second time,
the landlord left an unlawful notice on his door.
The client approached FHANC for advice and
counseling after realizing how expensive it would be
to retain a private lawyer.
“I would not have gotten this far without [FHANC],”
he told a staff member at FHANC. “I knew I had
rights, but the idea is so foreign. If I had to hire a
lawyer or do everything myself, I would have
chickened out. I couldn’t afford all that.”
FHANC’s housing counselor was able to assist him
file a housing discrimination complaint with HUD
and represented him throughout the process,
advocating on his behalf during the HUD
investigation. The client ultimately moved out of the
hostile environment and the case settled for $8,000
in damages.

FAIR HOUSING CONFERENCE 2021
"RIDING THE WAVE OF CHANGE:
ADVANCING FAIR HOUSING AND EQUITY IN A NEW ERA"

Moderated by:

"This Year is Not Last Year:
What the Wave of Change Means for
Fair Housing Work"

William R. Tisdale
President and CEO
Metropolitan Milwaukee
Fair Housing Council

George Lipsitz
Professor Emeritus
Black Studies and Sociology
University of California
Santa Barbara

"Appraisal Discrimination:
Present-Day Redlining"
Julian Glover
Race, Culture,
and Social
Justice Reporter
ABC7 KGO-TV
Bay Area

"Not in My Backyard:
Exclusionary Zoning's Role in
Perpetuating Racial Segregation"
Cashauna Hill
Executive Director
Louisiana Fair Housing
Action Center

"Advancing Fair Housing and
Equity in the Golden State"
Caroline Peattie
Executive Director
Fair Housing
Advocates of
Northern California

Gustavo F. Velasquez
Director
California Dept. of
Housing and
Community
Development

Tyrone Buckley
Assistant Deputy
Director of Fair
Housing
California Dept. of
Housing and
Community
Development

On April 29, 2021, FHANC held this virtual conference which featured presenters who explored how we can
best promote affirmative policies to advance fair housing and racial equity.
The event created a space for community members, non-profits, advocates, real estate professionals,
housing providers, and municipal leaders and staff to address pressing fair housing issues affecting
communities in the Bay Area and strategies to re-energize fair housing initiatives, including affirmatively
furthering fair housing.
Together, we can build on the legacy of the leaders of the civil rights movement to create a more just and
equitable society. Furthering fair housing means advancing equity, not just in terms of housing choice, but
also as it relates to all opportunities related to where you live, including employment, transportation,
education, health, and access to financial markets.

This was one of the best fair housing
conferences I have witnessed ever.
The presentations were all different
but fit together perfectly. Your
dialog about the appraisal
investigations was fantastic. This
level of specificity brings home the
stakes of fair housing better than
anything.

CONFERENCE
SPONSORS
Mechanics Bank
Luther Bank Savings
Marin Community Foundation
California Association of Realtors
First Federal Savings and Loan of San Rafael
Marin Association of Realtors
United Educators for Housing and Literacy

I enjoyed the panel of speakers;
I think overall that FHANC has really
good presentations and
conferences. The live and in-person
conferences have always been
amazing, and the Zoom ones are still
really informative. This has been my
favorite so far because of the line-up
of speakers – all very interesting.

Marin Sanitary Service
Westamerica Bank
Prandi Property Management
The City of Fairfield
Marin Interfaith Council
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Perrott
And other private donors

CLICK HERE TO
WATCH A
RECORDING
OF THE
FAIR HOUSING
CONFERENCE
2021

2021 OFFICERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FINANCES
FINANCES
FEDERAL
FUNDING

Azalea Renfield
President

Paula Allen
Vice President

$ 571,633.00

LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
FUNDING

$ 274,858.44

INDIVIDUAL
DONATIONS

$

FOUNDATION
GRANTS

$ 53,000.00

CONTRACT
REVENUE

$ 49,000.00

SPECIAL
EVENTS
DaVera Boyd
Secretary

Lisa Mennucci
Treasurer
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REPORT

DONOR REPORT
We are grateful to all the donations we've
received. Each contribution helps ensure
that our staff can continue to counsel our
clients and conduct investigations to
identify patterns of systemic
discrimination, as well as educate the
community about their fair housing rights
and responsibilities.
Our work is strengthened by your
commitment to supporting our mission
to achieve equity and eradicate housing
discrimination! Give a special gift today.

$ 25,520.00

CORPORATE
GRANTS
SETTLEMENTS

INTEREST
INCOME

$ 20,000.00
$ 5,867.00
$ 1,482.29

FUNDING BREAKDOWN
FUNDING BY JURISDICTION

17.5%
SOLANO
(FAIRFIELD,
VALLEJO)

FHANC also accepts donations as checks
mailed to our office in San Rafael,
matching grants through individuals,
foundations, or employers, and most
recently, vehicle donations.

MAKE AN
ONLINE
DONATION
TODAY!

71,275.51

46.7%
MARIN

35.8%
SONOMA
(SANTA ROSA,
COUNTY)

